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Biagio 

Valenzano, 

- The  biological diagnosis of and of stone 
was discussed. and inoculation exposed 
with a special facilities and the activities 
conducted in the of also A list of and 
diseases of main given. Finally, it was that 
biological assays in and woody indexing in still a tool 

selection and 

words: stone plant plant 

- Dans ce travail, on parcourt  brièvement le diagnostic biologique  des  maladies à virus  et de 
type viral des essences à noyaux. La transmission  mécanique  et 1Tnoculation par  grefage  sont discutées 
skparément, mais  en se rqérant  toujours  aux  programmes de certification. Les structures d’indexage et les 
activités  conduites  dans le cadre de  la  certification sont  également décrites. outre, une  liste des 
maladies à virus  et de type viral des essences à noyaux  et de leurs  indicateurs  principaux  est présentée. 

on met  en  évidence  que le diagnostic biologique en général et l’indexage sur des indicateurs 
ligneux,  en particulier, demeurent encore une pratique  indispensable  pour la  sélection  sanitaire et les 
programmes de  certification. 

essences à noyaux,  virus des végétaux, maladies de type  viral,  diagnostic biologique, 
certification des plantes. 
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- 
caused by agents have induced heavy losses 

annually in (Németh, 1986; 
than 150  diseases caused phytoplasmas, and  unknown 

agents To these  diseases, it is to identify the 
causal agent and to its This has been  possible in 
disease agents with advances in and and 

et al., 1994; 
indexing on and woody plants as an idenbfying and 

of new agents and diseases in 
So long as the causal agent the of a 

disease can be only by  biological to plant 

- 
Some needed when assaying samples 
agents in the choice of  .pJhnt tissues is to achieve  a  successful 
diagnosis;  (ii)  also, the unegen of infectious agents within the plant (i.e. plum 

phytoplasmas) make tissue sampling and (iii) 
influence the agent in success in detection when 

sampling in the seasons of the usually in 
and phytoplasmas and in 

The of diseases also due to the 
of the same pathogen(s) plant species and 

Among the 
cause in the stone 14 and 10 

caused by apple leaf spot (ACLSV) also 
and plants may  be  infected with than one 

agent making diagnosis 

When the of diagnostic methods, the 
should be (a) the sensitivity,  i.e. the may be 
detected; (b) its and (c) the of samples that can be 

in a  given  time; (d) the cost and sophistication of the 
needed;  (e) the level of and adaptability to field 
conditions. 
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The last may to be in many and, the 
development of biological test these 
situations. 

- Biological  indexing 

may  be defined as any test that assess the of a 

identdy a  disease on the  basis of induced on specific 
plants. 

that symptoms caused by and 
one plant to by the of a  "contagium vivum fluidum" 

the of plant as was the end of the 19th in the USA (Smith, 
1888), when the infectious of peach yellows was by 
assays.  Until the late 1950s, diagnosis was dominated by  field  symptomatology and 

that not only symptoms could  be 
one plant but also that of plants susceptible  infected  and, 

that the symptoms on these plants 
specific Although biological tests lack the clinical  objectivity of 
developed and play in 

diagnosis. 

1. inoculation to herbaceous plants 

detecting to was an 
diagnostic in agent identity. The mechanical 

of a was out successfully in the late 1940s, when 
was et al., 1948).  The  use of some  families of 

plants has the diagnosis of stone Cucurbitaceae 
Chelzopodiaceae and Solanaceae and filamentous 

hosts occasionally useful in identification. sutic et al. 
(1971) identified on the basis of symptoms obtained on Chnopodium 
foetiduln 

The value of in the fact  they: (i) easily to in 
(ii) develop symptoms and and (iii)  allow multiplication 

and build up of high plants less  costly 
to woody when infected and the detection 

of latent which not 
limited  because  less than of the known may be 
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mechanically. Not of a may be not to the 
of the itself, but to the and plant (Németh,  1986). 

to woody indexing 
and host of host to be used in the 

the of stone should include: Cucumis  sativus L., Chenopodium 
quinoa Wild., and 

1.1. 

The applied with of success 
if some  basic in the management of hosts and handling of the 
inoculum met. of any living of an infected plant can as a 

of inoculum sap the 
best if young, tissues developing tips 

used. The  collected samples should avoid to sun and kept in a  cold  box 
the the samples should immediately 

may be in a at 4°C in at - 
20°C may be an option but not devoid of the of may 

the thawing, thus 
infective potential. many the medium is phosphate 0.1 7 

containing 2.5 % nicotine as antioxidant. 

l .2. Symptom expression 

and incubated inoculation symptom at a 

between 18°C to 26°C.  (Fig. 1-3). 

2. Graft inoculation to woody indicators 

As still many diseases and that can not be to 
plants. With phytoplasma and 

the need testing on woody 

An ideal woody plant must: (i) of while to non 
pathogens and pests; (ii) be  easy to and specifically to 
(iv)  possibly  be  polyvalent,  i.e. suitable detecting than one 
diagnostic symptoms and (vi)  be  available the 

season.  Since so few woody posses so many continually seek 

new, polyvalent in quality 
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Woody may be cultivated to individual 
species on the case, the selection of 

suitable The sweet avium L.) CV. 

enations when on nzahaleb than on avium; and serru2ata CV. 

on avizr~n than  on nzalzaleb L. (Németh,  1986). many cases, the 
itself can  be used as an plant i.e. persica (L.) GF  305, tonzentosa 
Thunb., nzahaleb the can in vitro GF  305). 

2.1. indexing 

The method onto an in the field. 
must at least, two seasons and when indexing 

diseases.  Field indexing is indispensable the of 
like  diseases of stone 

indexing woody indexing may  be initiated in 4-5 months 
at 22-24°C. conditions, plants symptoms and used 
to mottle on CV. the 

and ACLSV on GF  305; twisted leaf, and mottle leaf on avizrnz CV. 
and pit pox on CV. the 
plants must be in the field and to detect 
diseases  (i.e. avium mofAe, mottle, 
stem pitting; and armeniaca CV. leaf 

2.2. Glasshouse indexing 

Although woody indexing of and field 
indexing may too  costly in of time,  space and So, have been made 

indexing the field  to the glasshouse, utilising new and to 

the detection of agents and 1986; 
and and field to 
indexing became  possible  because the management of 

and hosts yield and The symptom development 
may  be to a  few months in to one  to  five in the field 

1980a,b). 

symptoms developed in most at 18 
the optimum maximum symptom intensity of a disease 

was shown to substantially among 
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studies suggest that indexing can substitute indexing 
until between 

and field is  made,  field indexing must continue 1980a) 

indexing has  had a sudden boost with  the use of the polyvalent GF  305 peach 
the indexing of agents of stone and 

1962; et al., 1969). on the indexing on GF305 may 
as little as 3 weeks to some months. this method 

and ACLSV, as well as some phytoplasmas and may be detected. The 
time needed symptom was to how the was utilised  (self- 

on simple indexing was combined with the 
technique, peach latent mosaic was and 
1996). 

- facilities for a certification  program 

The use of woody is in any because 
all  diseases of causal  agents, detected by 

adequate facilities in of (i) 

tests;  (ii) plots and sheds and 
benches; (v) 

(ix) and (X) diagnostic 

Availability of land is of utmost and 
that have been 

1.1. care of mother  indicator  plants 

plantings constitute the of wood seeds indexing. in the 
establishment and of these plantings indexing 

plant plots stone must be: (i) located on 
the unit  in of indexing;  (ii)  established on good  quality, 

and with no at of them at 
at least 100 m in case of plants bud 

and 300 plants used in seed malznleb, GF305); (iv) in 
no than 10 if destined budwood and  12 
(v) not allowed to bloom if destined to bud (vi) possible 
contamination adjacent plots flooding and cultivation; and 
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(vii) enough to accommodate optional in addition to those used 

The  soil must be nematodes, in the 

schedules the of should to 
necessity and local conditions. 

1.2. Care grafted  plants 

open field  cultivation, must be 
and pests, that symptoms and even 

used in 

Field done two in between in 
and again in autumn. of must be maintained. The time and 

of symptoms, type and noted and with the of 

plot should 
plants. The  positive and should be in 2-3 

indexing plot. 

2. Graft-inoculations 

The types of used in the indexing those used in 

depend  on : (i) the development stage of scion and (ii) the 
done; and (iii)  the quantity of available plant 

used in 1990; 

V - Stone  fruit  indicators 

A  list of and mentioned in the text  is  given in Tab. 1, and 
plants listed in Tab.  2.  Even the susceptible to a  whole 

of of them develop specific  diagnostic 
symptoms agent. 

1. Symptoms of diseases and agents 

of the  subject has been in and 
(Németh, 1990; and 1996; et al., 1998). 

(i) on yersicn GF 305 in 

shoot and 
5); on serrulnta CV. 
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buds when infected with on avizlnz CV. in 

open field and spots (Fig.  4). 

(ii) 
induce, in persica GF  305 conditions, 
stunting, (Fig. 6). Symptoms may develop season of 

(iii) ACLSV: cause on GF  305 small spots, slight of the leaf 
and, spotting and leaf 

(i.) cause on persica GF  305 conditions, vein 
and of young leaves  (Fig. 7). the field, towzentosa show and 

epinasty of leaves; spots which 

(v) peach latent mosaic was detected successfully on GF  305 by 
with a of it (Fig. 8). hop  stunt 

indexing on GF305 was not 

(vi) leaf field conditions induce leaf on 
ameninca On GF305 conditions leaves 

and months. 
plants wilt phytoplasmas X disease,  peach  yellows, peach 

etc) detected on GF305. 

of stone whose 

causal agents have not been These  diseases must use woody indexing 
detection.  A  list of these diseases and woody was included in Tab. 2. 

In Tab.  3, an indexing in stone was outlined. 

- Conclusions 

disadvantages of and skill-demanding, woody 
indexing a in selection and of 

the even with the advances in new technologies 
diagnostic and methods, the biological indexing the bases of a 
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Tab. and and taxonomic 

English name Taxonomic 

Virus 

Apple leaf spot 

Apple mosaic 

mottle 

leaf 

leaf 

Little 

latent 

pox 

latent 

Tomato  black 

Tomato spot 

ACLSV 

LChV 

Trichovirus 

Foveavirus 

Closterovims 

narvirus 

Viroid 

latent mosaic 

l 
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Tab. 2. the detection of and diseases in the stone 

persica CV. GF305 

persica CV. 

arnzertiaca CV. 

alrneniaca CV. Luizet Tilton 

aviunz CV. Sam 

aviunz CV. 

CV. Canindex 

serrulata CV. 

tonzentosa 473/1 474/1 

and diseases detected 

leaf 

peach spot 

pox 

LCV, mottle, 
mottle 

mottle, twisted leaf, 
leaf, 

LChV 

pox 
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Tab. 3. to assess the status of the of 
of stone 

Agent Species Woody 
. 

(*) tests 

Viruses 

ACLSV 

LChV 

GF305 

GF305 

GF305 

GF305 

GF305 

GF305 

GF305 

GF305 

GF305 

GF305 

GF305 

GF305 

GF305 

Sam 

. 

Viroid 

(4) GF305 - 

(2,4,5) Luizet - 

Virus-like diseases 

pox 

twisted leaf (3) 

mottle (3) SEUSl 

spot 

(3) Sam - 

(*) The mechanically Chenopodium  quinoa,  Cucumis  sativus 
CV. and 

(1) almond; (2) (3) (4) peach; (5) plum. 
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on CV. caused by 

. -  - 

2. Yellow  mosaic on CV. caused by 
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.- 

--l 

3. spots on C. quinoa associated with the of ACLSV 

i 

Fig. 4. on avium CV. caused by . 
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_. - ~- 

Fig. 5. Yellow on GF305 caused by 
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6. Stunting and of GF305 infected with 
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Fig. 7. along the vein leaf caused by on GF 305 
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~~ ~. 

8. spots and in the leaves of GF305 caused by 
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